News from the BHS Library!

Students in Cecilia Nolan’s Spanish V class have been engaged in an international community service project by writing stories in Spanish to send to children in an orphanage in Panama. Our BHS students first read a legend based in Mexico then created and illustrated their own legends based in Maine! These wonderful stories in Spanish were laminated and bound in the Library and will soon be delivered to an orphanage outside of Panama City, Panama. (Stay tuned for details of their delivery!) Mrs. Nolan has been doing this project for ten years but this is the first year that she has integrated technology into the process; the class wrote and shared their stories using Google Classroom, which provides better organization, communication and feedback on revisions. ~Mrs. Jerome

Continued on next page...
News from the BHS Library (continued)

Brooke Escoe putting a spiral binding on her story *The Cry of the Loon*

Mrs. Nolan and Savannah Smith with several finished Maine legends

Kassidy Scarponi with her finished legend *How the Deer Got Its White Tail*

Sydney Anderson (above left) writing an ABC book in Spanish with all of the letters representing a different aspect of Maine!

Corrinne Latti (left) cutting the laminated pages of her story featuring Marisol the Whale and Emilio the Seal. Phoebe Keyes continued the legend of these same two creatures of the sea!